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26Tomato quality is one of the most important factors that helps ensuring a consistent marketing of tomato
27fruit. As ripeness is the main indicator for tomato quality from customers perspective, the determination
28of tomato ripeness stages is a basic industrial concern regarding tomato production in order to get high
29quality product. Automatic ripeness evaluation of tomato is an essential research topic as it may prove
30benefits in ensuring optimum yield of high quality product, this will increase the income because tomato
31is one of the most important crops in the world. This article presents an automated multi-class classifi-
32cation approach for tomato ripeness measurement and evaluation via investigating and classifying the
33different maturity/ripeness stages. The proposed approach uses color features for classifying tomato ripe-
34ness stages. The approach proposed in this article uses Principal Components Analysis (PCA) in addition
35to Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) algorithms for feature
36extraction and classification, respectively. Experiments have been conducted on a dataset of total 250
37images that has been used for both training and testing datasets with 10-fold cross validation. Experi-
38mental results showed that the proposed classification approach has obtained ripeness classification
39accuracy of 90.80%, using one-against-one (OAO) multi-class SVMs algorithm with linear kernel function,
40ripeness classification accuracy of 84.80% using one-against-all (OAA) multi-class SVMs algorithm with
41linear kernel function, and ripeness classification accuracy of 84% using LDA algorithm.
42� 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
43

44

45

46 1. Introduction

47 Fruits and vegetables development is characterized by a short
48 period of cell division followed by a longer period of cell elongation
49 by water uptake. The final fruit size mainly depends on initial cell
50 number, rather than cell size (Cowan, Cripps, Richings, & Taylor,
51 2001). Fruit ripening, on the other hand, is characterized by the
52 development of color, flavor, texture and aroma. The actual time
53 from anthesis until full maturity can vary tremendously among
54 species/cultivars due to genetic and environmental differences.
55 Even between fruit on the same plant, fruit development and rip-
56 ening can take more or less time depending on local microclimate
57 conditions and differences in sink/source relations within the

58plant. In addition, when a fruit is harvested, the time of anthesis
59of a particular fruit is generally unknown, as is its full history (El
60Hariri, El-Bendary, Hassanien, & Badr, 2014; Lang & Hübert,
612012; Wei, Liu, Qiu, Shao, & He, 2014).
62According to (FAOSTAT Database) Food and of the United
63Nations (FAO-UN) (2012), tomatoes world production was about
64162 million tons fresh fruits produced in the year 2012 with
65income about 592 trillion dollars. Tomatoes are taking an impor-
66tant place among the fruits and vegetables all over the world,
67due to their continuously prevailing daily nutrition, dietary value
68and production income. Moreover, tomato is the fourth most
69important crop next to soybeans at world production (Camelo,
702004). Tomato production has been reported for 144 countries
71and Egypt occupies the fifth place in these countries at tomato pro-
72duction in both income and weight of fruit produced. Furthermore,
73tomato is the first most important crop in Egypt. Based on the pre-
74viously stated facts, in this article we selected to focus on monitor-
75ing the ripeness stages of tomato crop, especially in Egypt. Another
76matter of fact is, on the categorization of crops into the two types
77of climacteric that are able to continue ripening after picking from
78the mother plant and non-climacteric that can ripe only when it is
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79 attached to the mother plant (Camelo, 2004; Coates & Johnson,
80 1997), tomato belongs to climacteric category as it can reach
81 over-ripening stage after being harvested. Also, tomatoes have
82 many different ripeness stages, which are (1) Green, (2) Breaker,
83 (3) Turning, (4) Pink, (5) Light red and (6) Red stages, so they reach
84 full red color even when harvested green. Red stage is the most
85 preferred ripeness stage commercially (Camelo, 2004; El Hariri et
86 al., 2014).
87 As has been noted, monitoring and controlling produce (fruits
88 and vegetables) ripeness has become a very important issue in
89 the crops industry, since ripeness is perceived by customers as
90 the main quality indicator. Also, the product’s appearance is one
91 of the most worrying issues for producers as it has a high influence
92 on product’s quality and consumer preferences. However, up to
93 this day, optimal harvest dates and prediction of storage life are
94 still mainly based on subjective interpretation and practical expe-
95 rience (El Hariri et al., 2014). Hence, automation of that process is
96 of a great gain for agriculture and industry fields. For agriculture, it
97 may be used to develop automatic harvest systems and saving
98 crops from damages caused by environmental changes. On the
99 other hand, for industry, it is used to develop automatic sorting

100 system or checking the quality of fruits to increase customer
101 satisfaction level (Brezmes, Llobet, Vilanova, Saiz, & Correig,
102 2000; Elhariri et al., 2014). Accordingly, an objective and accurate
103 ripeness assessment of agricultural crops is important in ensuring
104 optimum yield of high quality products. Moreover, identifying
105 physiological and harvest maturity of agricultural crops correctly,
106 will ensure timely harvest to avoid cutting of either under-ripe
107 and over-ripe agricultural crops (El Hariri et al., 2014, 2014; May
108 & Amaran, 2011).
109 To put it briefly, the main research motivation of the approach
110 proposed in this article is providing an automated multi-class clas-
111 sification approach for tomato ripeness measurement and evalua-
112 tion via investigating and classifying the different maturity/
113 ripeness stages based on the color features. As previously stated,
114 among the 144 countries reported for tomato production, Egypt
115 occupied the fifth place in both income and weight of fruit pro-
116 duced as well as the fact that tomato is the first most important
117 crop in Egypt. Thus, another research motivation in this article is
118 the selection to focus on monitoring the ripeness stages of tomato
119 crop, especially in Egypt. The dataset used for experiments were
120 constructed based on real sample images for tomato at different
121 stages, which were collected from different farms in Minya city,
122 Upper Egypt. Dataset of total 250 images was used for both train-
123 ing and testing datasets with 10-fold cross-validation. Training
124 dataset is divided into 5 classes representing the different stages
125 of tomato ripeness. The proposed approach consists of three
126 phases; namely pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification
127 phases. During pre-processing phase, the proposed approach resiz-
128 es images to 250 � 250 pixels, in order to reduce their color index,
129 and the background of each image has been removed using
130 background subtraction technique. Also, each image has been con-
131 verted from RGB to HSV color space. For feature extraction phase,
132 Principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm was applied in order
133 to generate a feature vector for each image in the dataset. Finally,
134 for classification phase, the proposed approach applied Support
135 Vector Machines (SVMs) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
136 algorithms for classification of ripeness stages.
137 Another basic research motivation is that, to the best of our
138 knowledge, none of the recent ripeness classification related
139 research works have addressed the dependency of the classifica-
140 tion approach performance on statistics of the experimented
141 dataset(s).
142 So, another contribution of this article is that it highlights the
143 most appropriate classification algorithm considering the depen-
144 dency of the classification approach performance on statistics of

145the experimented dataset. That has been achieved via adopting
146the utilization of principal component analysis (PCA) in addition
147to Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Linear Discriminant Anal-
148ysis (LDA) algorithms for feature extraction and classification,
149respectively, for tomato ripeness stages evaluation and classifica-
150tion considering the color features. Also, both training and testing
151datasets have been generated via employing the 10-fold cross
152validation.
153An essential finding is that the performance of LDA and SVMs
154was highly dependent on statistics of the dataset. That is, on
155datasets with fewer classes (ripeness categories), and many
156training examples per class, SVMs had an advantage over the
157LDA classification approach.
158The selection of both SVMs classification algorithm depended
159on the facts that the application of SVMs classification algorithm
160has may advantages such as, it deliver a unique solution, it does
161not need any assumptions about the functional form of the trans-
162formation, because the kernel implicitly contains a non-linear
163transformation. Also, if an appropriate generalization grade was
164chosen, even when the training sample has some bias, SVMs can
165be robust. Moreover, by choosing an appropriate kernel, one can
166put more stress on the similarity between samples. However, there
167is as well some limitations for using SVMs algorithm, that is the
168lack of transparency of results and the need for very large training
169time when using large datasets (Auria & Moro, 2008). On the other
170hand, the selection of both LDA classification algorithm depended
171on its advantages that are LDA has some advantages such as, the
172employment of projection that solves the problem of illumination
173by maximizing between-class scatter and minimizing within-class
174scatter and it need less samples in order to obtain a reliable classi-
175fier. However, one common disadvantage of LDA is the singularity
176problem as well as it fails when all scatter matrix are singular
177(Kumar & Kaur, 2012).
178In general, the limitations we faced in this research are the
179dataset size that’s needed to be larger, as the accuracy of SVMs
180increases by increasing the number of images per training class,
181and accordingly a maximum accuracy of 90.2% has been achieved.
182The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
183introduces some recent research work related to monitoring and
184classification of maturity stages for tomatoes and other fruits/veg-
185etables. Section 3 presents the core concepts of SVMs, LDA and PCA
186algorithms. Section 4 describes the different phases of the pro-
187posed content-based classification system; namely pre-processing,
188feature extraction, and classification phases. Section 5 discusses
189the tested image dataset and presented the obtained experimental
190results. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and addresses a
191number of future research suggestions.

1922. Related work

193This section reviews a number of current research approaches
194that tackle the problem of ripeness monitoring and classification
195for tomatoes and other fruits/vegetables.
196First of all, for tomato ripeness classification, various research
197works have been proposed. In Zhang and McCarthy (2012), authors
198offered tomato maturity evaluation approach using magnetic reso-
199nance imaging (MRI). For the proposed approach, MR images were
200captured for tomatoes that were harvested from the field at differ-
201ent maturity stages. Then, for each of the MR images, the mean and
202histogram features of the voxel intensities in the region of interest
203(RoI) were calculated. Finally, partial least square discriminant
204analysis (PLS-DA) algorithm was applied using both the calculated
205features and maturity classes variables in order to deduce a matu-
206rity classification model showing that different maturity stages are
207embedded in MR images signal intensity.
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